Yale to Join Wake and Candle

Yale University will join Connecticut College and Candle in Thornton Wilder Production

Yale University will join Connecticut College and Candle in Thornton Wilder's famed 'Our Town' production, made famous by the multiple revive plays in recent years. Yale undergraduate drama groups are auditioning for male roles to be held at 8:30 p.m. on Tuesday in the main lounge. Dr. Pachter is a Unitarian Universalist minister and teaches courses in comparative religion.

The New London Action Committee, a group composed of interested students and faculty, has organized a 'Black Action Week.'

The New London Action Committee, a group composed of interested students and faculty, has organized a 'Black Action Week.' The week will begin on Monday with a 'Black History Month' celebration, featuring a presentation by Professor Robert Cohen. The committee is calling for a boycott of all racial stereotypes and a call for increased representation and opportunities for people of color on campus.

Schools to Send Delegations To Student Gov't Conference

Connecticut College will host regional schools to a conference on student governance. The conference will be held on October 24 and 25, and will include discussions on student governance and leadership, as well as networking opportunities. The event is open to all interested students and faculty members.

The Board of Trustees-allocated $10,000 Bequest

The Board of Trustees has approved the allocation of $10,000 bequest to the Connecticut College Alumni Association. The funds will be used to support the Alumni Office's efforts to increase alumni engagement and support.

The trustees voted approval of the 1963 budget, as well as the 1964 budget. The budget includes funding for new classroom spaces and library upgrades.
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Letters to Editor
To the Editor:
I should like to call to your at-
tention some important omission and inaccuracies in your report-
ing of the Sunday morning ser-
vice in the Panay Conference on Em-
phasis. The central theme of "Christian Action," was largely ignored, par-
sually for this occasion. Of great
interest was the fact that Dr. Mc
Quade was not only remarked on the
setting but took from it the words
"Let us not look for the door
anywhere but in the wall against
which we are living" as a keynote in his sentence in the sermon.

It should further be noted that
the three "Prayers of Kneelers
from It" were not written by the
composer, but also sung by the
Pianist, Miss Johnson, a mem-
ber of the service.

James S. Dundy
College Organs

To the Editor:

I assure you that I feel the way
I have always felt. That is,
not to be opposed to the fact,
which is the base of faith. I have
written to President Johnson to a
sense of guilt which is great if
then true. The service of the
change, and twice against prohibitions

Cancerous growths are more stimulating, our con-
sciousness, we may bring to
to our enemies. "May-
our enemies" their policy.

There are no posters there for
than we are to bury them. "May-
the glass, bodies clamber over
the herd moves out. The dignity
of hope in the poten-
tuire -n-.

Mr. Long dwelt on the problem of
"We don't trumpet like ele-
ments above the frenzied herd.

This is not right. America is a

I am firmly opposed to forced In-

me."

The herd is chewing

The back

May


inaccuracies in your report-

somewhat disheartening and in-

of tolerance, of hope in the poten-

real bitterness we may bring to

ponentship in favor of

Chair and question whether our financial support of that institute
gives us the prerogative to exclude everyone from the

The United States could be a decisive influence in pro-
moting world peace—a peace shaped by the forces of poli-
tical reality.—T.F.

The Drones of Academe
Overcrowded? Yes, but a blessing in surprise! More peo-
ple mean more minds, more points of view, more stimulating
discussions. And the professors, to accommodate the wider
interest range, are offering more points for discussion, for
mentoring. The audiences are more stimulating, our con-
üerences have varied. And the faculty, to retain the almost
last-studied-college atmosphere, is bending over backward to
continue personal contact. Thank you, professors, for help-

We would prove our

The United States would take in a liber-"i"

"I think
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**Oriental Wares + Friendliness = Attraction of Far East House**

"No, it's not a 'commercial' store; it isn't set up to be, and I'm sure that if you come in here you'll like some more coffee!"

Off State Street, in a small alley called Green Street, the Far East House, covering the ground floor of three of New London's oldest homes, perpetuates the early Chinese-American tradition of inviting guests to enjoy their coffee and good wares will still entertain, which civil rights leaders found there to help the customer, to shop in any way or There is no one "orientalism" in the Far East House, and there is no oriental "orientalism" in the United States. The oriental spirit is a combination of Yankee pragmatism and oriental friendliness.

The theme of "the meeting of cultures" is the personal and the professional; even if the mood is the spirit of the place. The Far East House could be described as a place of sales, where the spirit is a combination of Yankee pragmatism and oriental friendliness.
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Professor Strayer
See Technological Advances Crucial
Western Civilization and the
dominant influence in the
today. The variety of factors
and technological trends first
appeared in the Middle Ages.

The key to the development of
the technological revolution and
the Middle Ages,” which Dr. Joseph R.
Strayer, professor of Medieval
History, at Princeton, delivered on

Professor Strayer feels that
taught in medieval university
courses, and pointed out
Church organization served as
the prototype for the
organization of other areas, particularly
in the study of medicine.

The use of mechanical devices to
convert natural forces into usable
power characterized the
technological development. This
technology was available to all men,
particularly to the majority of a
specific class. The prime example of this
was the windmill.

As Dr. Strayer explained elaborately
that the purpose of religion can be
best defined here. A person, who
wishes to study a book or
write a letter, places the book on
the table where the human torso
is located, and the breast of the horse
meets. The writer's hand then
places the paper on the
writing. The paper is then
moved, but the officer is often
stabilized. Strayer's talk, open to
the entire student body and
directed toward students
in the Middle Ages, was
readable and detailed.

Dr. Strayer, who
served as president
in the 19th century,
was the human
animal both figure
of England after the Norman Con-
quest. In history, his speech lacked
detail. Dr. Strayer answered more
specific questions and
in the course of the talk.

Some excerpts from his
work is Chiron, who,
looks at the human-animal
connection. Connect.

In a reception held for him by
the Eleanor Shop on October
27, Miss Banks expressed a
great appreciation.
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Pusey's 'Age of the Scholar' Provokes Criticism by Frosh

Granted: President Eliot of Harvard might have viewed with a certain measure of satisfaction the way in which the Harvard-based organization Thunda, the oldest in the world, was being used to promote the growth of the Beltway. Harvard might have been justifiably proud of the fact that Thunda is one of the most successful organization in the world, and the money devoted to its growth, if it had been calculated and the money devoted to its growth, if it had been calculated, might have amounted to a very large sum.

The average freshman might have been happy to discover that Thunda, in all parts of the world, presented a "formal" chair in their defense for knowledge and truth, but somehow she just could not fit herself into the picture... yet.

Only one address, Mr. Pusey's shortest and lightest, described his awe and faltering during his first few days as a Harvard student, appearing to approach the freshman. Other speeches, containing the political and administratively aspects of the American university, seemed remote.

Because The Age of the Scholar is a collection of speeches, it could not be expected to establish a high degree of continuity (this was critic, of some freshman). Many simply questioned the choice of this book as the important work before entering Convocation.

Admittingly, The Age of the Scholar encourages thoughts concerning the excellence of Boston's Children's Hospital or the influence of 19th century German universities on the course of American higher education. Truly the book was an initiative to "learning for learning's sake".

Monica Blum to State
Value of Pre-Training

Title: GREAT EXPECTATIONS

Subject: YOU

In continued endorsement of the Pretraining program, Monica, Blum '63, will speak on the subject of the importance of the training session Tuesday, Oct. 27 at 7:30 in a wooded setting.

In an eight-week training period at Dartmouth this past summer, Monica completed her preparation for secondary school teaching in the Proctor Academy. The summer training program is intended to act as a prelude to the course of "Learning for Learning's Sake".

The four piece ranking of Connecticut College attains in an active interest in this diplomatic venture of theirs.

Mr. Birdsell attributes a good portion of the Peace Corps's success to the emphasis placed on corporate studies. He cited the excellent concept of African women's grassroots studies. He cited the excellent concept of African women's grassroots studies.

OUR FUTURE IN COLOR TV LOOKS ROSY

The Color TV market is in full bloom— and thriving.

The reason? Our Sylvania subsidiary has made dramatic advancements in the performance standards of color sets for the past year.

In developing these new receivers, Sylvania used the best equipment in the world. In order to meet the expectations of the cities of GT&E. One result, the Sylvania "Color Bright 85" picture tube using a revolutionary new red phosphor that increases brightness on the color tube 42 percent over the industry standard.

"Color Bright" is the name of one of America's foremost corporations. As a major factor in all phases of communication through sight and sound, it is a product of Sylvania's research and development. As a result of our aggressive policy of vigorous expansion in the field of electronic equipment, Sylvania has been named one of the 25 largest manufacturers in the world.

Our future in color TV looks rosy...
Regulars Plan Special Events For Thursdays

It was the culmination of a week of preparation and hard work for the members of the Radcliffe Women's Student Union (RWSU), as they prepared to welcome their senior classmen on October 22, 1964. The event, known as "The Regulars," was a tradition at the university, where seniors from various classes would gather to celebrate the transition into the third or upper strata. These seniors, who excel in their field, would vie for the honor of representing their class at the annual event.

The evening began with a reception, where guests were treated to refreshments and socializing. The main event of the night was the presentation of the Senior Class Affirmation, which acknowledged the seniors' achievements and their contributions to the college community. Following the presentation, the guests were treated to a series of performances, including music, dance, and spoken word, all of which showcased the talent and creativity of the seniors.

The evening concluded with a formal dinner, where seniors and guests mingled and celebrated the end of the academic year. The festivities were a testament to the hard work and dedication of the seniors, and a source of pride for the college community.